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Ettinger has  opened a flagship res idency at Turnbull & Asser. Image courtesy of Ettinger

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

British leather goods house Ettinger has opened an outpost in Turnbull & Asser's New York townhouse, building on
their shared heritage and emphasis on bespoke services.

The "flagship residency" includes displays of Ettinger merchandise throughout the floors of Turnbull's building, as
well as customization options. Ettinger has a bricks-and-mortar presence in New York, but it has previously been
limited to multi-brand specialty retail environments.

Apparel meets  acces s oriesApparel meets  acces s ories

Both Turnbull & Asser and Ettinger hold royal warrants. Ettinger earned its royal warrant from HRH The Prince of
Wales in 1996.

The launch inside the tailor shop is fitting, since Ettinger recently launched bespoke services. Ettinger Bespoke lets
shoppers build their own design by mixing leather hues, linings and stitching colors.

Clients can also give the product of their choice such as wallets, card cases and key rings a personal touch via the
Ettinger logo, which can embossed in different finishes.
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Ettinger's products are showcased throughout Turnbull & Asser. Image courtesy of Ettinger

Consumers can get a canvas bag embroidered with their initials.

Ettinger's bespoke services will be housed on the third floor of the townhouse.

"This opportunity and the coming together of Ettinger and Turnbull & Asser in New York is undoubtedly one of our
most exciting brand and retail collaborations," said Robert Ettinger, CEO of Ettinger, in a statement. "We are also
delighted that Ettinger Bespoke is being offered alongside Turnbull & Asser's bespoke services.

"We really see that as an exciting development for both brands as the appeal of bespoke gets ever bigger amongst
our discerning customers," he said.

Retail and luxury are becoming more globalized, paving the way for high-end brands such as British leather goods
maker Ettinger to expand their businesses to the world.

Ettinger focuses on craftsmanship on a personal level, but with globalization taking over, the house is finding new
ways to reach the international consumer. As it moves forward, Ettinger is focusing on the customer experience as
well as developing products for different markets to adjust to a more worldwide client base (see story).
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